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By Dan Shea

Audrey Schuh as Mimì at NYCO

“N

ew Orleans is America’s most
exotic city ... both mother
and muse to countless artistic
talents.” These statements are made at the
start of Brian Morgan’s 2006 biography of
bass-baritone Norman Treigle. Examples
of musical talents nurtured in New Orleans
are named throughout Morgan’s book, but
one of those is very special for Björling fans:
Audrey Schuh, the soprano whose lively,

lovely singing of young Oscar’s music shines
throughout her 1950 recording from New
Orleans of Un ballo in maschera.
That recording also seems useful for
understanding Jussi’s career, so I’ll take
a detour from my main topic— i.e. Ms.
Schuh and other New Orleans singers—
and double down on defending the 1950
Ballo recording as essential for Jussians: this
Verdi opera seems to have been one of his
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favorites. He’d learned it early in his career
(1934) but had sung it only twice before
1940; then he sang it for the San Francisco Opera, and a month later to open the
1940-41 Met season (with Stella Andreva,
his first Oscar in Stockholm, and Milanov,
Thorborg, Sved). The broadcast of his 1940
Met performance, at age 29, thus became
his first complete recording of this opera
and, as we know all too well, his attempts
to record Ballo after 1950 failed: in 1954
with Toscanini, and in 1960 with Solti.
Thus we see one main value of Jussi’s
1950 recording, coming after many previous
performances during the 1940s (in Stockholm, Copenhagen, New York, Dallas, Los
Angeles, Cleveland). During the 1950s, as
a teenage Björling fan, I had a pirated copy
of the 1940 Met Ballo and had listened to it
many times before seeing Jussi in person at
his February 1956 return to the Met (Laurel
Hurley was Oscar, with Milanov, Madeira,
Merrill; Mitropoulos). That is a famous
performance documented in the biography
(Anna-Lisa Björling, Andrew Farkas: Jussi,
Amadeus Press, 1996, p. 275), an especially
happy occasion since the tenor was in excellent vocal form that night.
During that 1956 performance, I felt
that now our Riccardo/Gustav occasionally
was phrasing his musical lines differently
than in 1940: he seemed more assertive
and confident, for example in the Act 2
love duet, also in the Act 1 visit to Ulrica
and especially in the “Di’ tu se fedele” aria
where now he elected to take the 12-note
downward leap from A flat to middle C.
(For an independent, much more authoritative analysis, see Stephen Hastings: The
Björling Sound, Univ. of Rochester Press,
2012, pp. 280-287.)
Thus when VAI’s recording of the 1950
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Riccardo’s Autograph for Oscar

New Orleans performance became available,
I decided that performance probably was a
good representation of Jussi’s basic mature
take on Ballo throughout the 1950s.
New Orleans, Audrey Schuh, and Her
Singing Career
According to internet sources like Wikipedia, New Orleans has a 200-year tradition
of opera, initially French opera, and this
has led to an interest in vocal instruction at
many of the local schools: Loyola, Tulane,
Xavier, LSU, and the U. of New Orleans all
have had training for singers. “New Orleans
is an opera town. It’s not an odd thing to
be an opera singer here; it has a little to do
with dressing up and Carnival, and masks.”
said Loyola’s Phillip Frohnmayer a few years
ago (now deceased). Local opera aficionado
Jack Belsom has remarked that “This is a
city of performers.”
Incidentally, if you own the Bluebell
CD Jussi Björling in Concert: Finland &
the USA (1940-1957), then you have Mr.

Belsom’s essay explaining the considerable
interest in New Orleans for Jussi’s singing,
and how that led to “four memorable and
rewarding evenings” between January 28,
1946, and December 14, 1955, the last of
which was taped and “is faithfully captured”
on that CD set.
Audrey Schuh was born in New Orleans in 1931 and studied both music and
medical technology at Loyola University,
graduating at 18 with a BS Degree in Medical Technology, and a Certificate of Credit
for 4 years of Voice study. She worked
closely with Ballo conductor Walter Herbert
for her entire Senior year to prepare for
her first major role, Oscar. We can listen to
the recording to hear the result: her voice
confidently and brightly confronts all challenges of coloratura and range, always in
tune and driving the ensembles with Oscar’s
dance-like melodies, interspersed with his
announcements driving the plot lines.
The reviews at that time hailed Ms.
Schuh’s singing as on a level well above “the
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rest of the local contingent,” her voice “pure
and clear; easily controlled throughout a
wide range of pitch and dynamics; and it
was invariably in tune.”
Jussi himself seemed to appreciate her
singing: in an interview with Ms. Schuh
on August 29, 1996, Brian Morgan asked
her how they got along, and she answered
“He was wonderful. He was wonderful! He
would see that my costume was straight.
When I did my arias, he would put his back
to the audience and would applaud after.
He couldn’t have been nicer. And Walter
Herbert [told my husband that] Jussi was
interested in having me come to Sweden.
But [Mr. Herbert ] told him ‘No, I wasn’t
ready for that.’ Walter Herbert was very
protective ... Jussi was wonderful, one of the
nicest ones I’ve worked with.” Jack Belsom’s
essay mentioned above also quoted her as
saying that Jussi wrote “Bravo” and autographed her Ballo score.
“The petite soprano became a great
local favorite,” according to the Wikipedia’s
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Audrey Schuh as NYCO’s Butterfly

With special appreciation to Brian Morgan, author of the fundamental study of
bass-baritone Norman Treigle and his New
Orleans milieu, Strange Child of Chaos:
Norman Treigle, iUniverse, 2006.
Also to Kirk Redmann for much useful
family information and photographs

author, subsequently starring in Faust (as
Siebel, with Raoul Jobin), Don Giovanni
(as Zerlina, opposite Italo Tajo), Carmen
(as Micaëla, with Risë Stevens and David
Poleri), Falstaff (as Nannetta, with Leonard
Warren), Die Fledermaus (as Rosalinde),
La bohème (as Musetta, with Albanese
and di Stefano), and then a breakthrough:
La traviata (replacing Anna Moffo, to an
avalanche of publicity and a triumph of 17
curtain calls!) with John Alexander, and
subsequently, La bohème (as Mimì, with
Giuseppe Campora and Giuseppe Valdengo), Markheim (world premiere, with
Norman Treigle), Turandot (as Liù, with
Birgit Nilsson and Giuseppe Gismondo),
Elektra (as Chrysothemis) with Inge Borkh
and Regina Resnik, Pagliacci and Il tabarro
(with Domingo).
Ms. Schuh also sang Nannetta in Falstaff
for the San Franciso Opera, at the behest of
Mr. Warren, with Dame Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as Mrs. Ford. She also sang lead roles
with the Houston Grand Opera (Butterfly),
the New England Opera Theatre (Traviata,
Rondine), the Jackson Opera Guild (Pagliacci, Fledermaus), the San Antonio Opera

Guild (Markheim). In 1967, she appeared at
the New York City Opera for a memorable
season at its new theatre at Lincoln Center:
La bohème (as Mimì), Butterfly (directed by
Frank Corsaro), and Suor Angelica.
She made a moving return to the New
Orleans Opera in 1977, again as Micaëla,
which was her Farewell. (And she was
roundly celebrated in 2018 for the 75th
anniversary of the NOO Association.)
Meanwhile, she was a real-life wife
and mother as well, with one of her sons,
the tenor Kirk Redmann, a Young Artist
at the Metropolitan Opera from 1983 to
1990. Like Ms. Schuh he accomplished a
great deal and at an early age: his debut at
21 at the Met made him the youngest tenor
to debut there (as the sailor in Tristan und
Isolde). In those early years he sang secondary parts: Edmondo in Manon Lescaut,
Pong in Turandot, Arturo in Lucia, and a
half-dozen other parts. Elsewhere he sang
leading roles in Capriccio, Carmen, Tales of
Hoffman, Faust, Roméo et Juliette, in Nice,
Hong Kong, and at many American venues,
cf. Wikipedia.
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NOTES:
Six of Ms. Schuh’s recorded performances
are still available via VAI:
• Verdi: Un ballo in maschera (Morris,
Björling, Rothmüller; Herbert; 1950),
• Verdi: Falstaff (della Chiesa, Warren;
Cellini; 1956)
• P
 uccini: La bohème (Albanese, diStefano,
Valdengo, Treigle; Cellini; 1959),
• Floyd: Markheim (Treigle; Andersson;
1966),
 uccini: Turandot (excerpts: Nilsson,
• P
Andersson; 1966)
• Strauss: Elektra (Borkh, Resnik, Crofoot,
Rayson; Andersson; 1966)
A Very Partial List of Operatic Singers
from New Orleans:
Charles Anthony, David Bernard, Ruth Falcon, Greer Grimsley, Bryan Hymel, Anthony
Laciura, Lisette Oropesa, Marguerite Piazza,
Sydney Rayner, Kirk Redmann, Rosemary
Rotolo, Audrey Schuh, Harry Theyard,
Norman Treigle, Phyllis Treigle, and Shirley
Verrett. n
Dan Shea was born long ago in Springfield,
Massachusetts, the city where Jussi Björling
made his American concert debut on December 1, 1937 (Dan was three months old at
that time and was not able to attend, but he
thinks he remembers the front page rave review the next day). At Classical High School
he took classes in journalism, languages
and math, all of which subsequently became
useful. He taught math for 42 years, mostly
at the U. of Wisconsin–Madison. But he
studied Björling for 70 years, attending opera
in Hartford and New York via the convenient
NY, NH & Hartford RR.
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